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Slavnov-Taylor identities in Coulomb gauge Yang-Mills theory
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The Slavnov-Taylor identities of Coulomb gauge Yang-Mills theory are derived from the (standard,
second order) functional formalism. It is shown how these identities form closed sets from which
one can in principle fully determine the Green’s functions involving the temporal component of the
gauge field without approximation, given appropriate input.
PACS numbers: 11.15.Tk,12.38.Aw
1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of color confinement in quantum chromodynamics [QCD], widely accepted as the theory of the strong
interaction, is a longstanding problem both conceptually and quantitatively. One necessary prerequisite for color
confinement is the conservation of color charge: a ‘leaky’ system clearly cannot be confining. Within the framework
of functional field-theoretic methods in nonabelian theories (i.e., QCD), expressed in terms of local Green’s functions,
the Slavnov–Taylor identities [1, 2] are the consequence of this charge conservation.
The Slavnov–Taylor identities come in various guises and have been applied to many problems, in particular to the
nonperturbative study of the Dyson–Schwinger equations. For example, in quantum electrodynamics [QED] where the
Slavnov–Taylor identities reduce to the Ward identity, their study led to the Ball–Chiu vertex [3] with its subsequent
improvement, the Curtis–Pennington vertex [4], which have been used to study dynamical mass generation (see for
example Refs. [5, 6]). In axial gauge Yang–Mills theory, the Slavnov–Taylor identities [7] have been used to study the
gluon propagator Dyson–Schwinger equation, with the inference that the propagator diverges as 1/q4 in the infrared
(one potential signal for confinement) [8]. This result is however, not without ambiguity [9]. In Landau gauge Yang–
Mills theory, the Mandelstam approximation [10] (see also Ref. [11]), where ghost contributions to the three-gluon
vertex Slavnov–Taylor identity are neglected, one can also obtain an infrared enhanced gluon propagator. The above
examples can be colloquially referred to as Schwinger–Dyson studies (these are early studies and a quirk of history
has subsequently resulted in the reordering of the names) and they share two common features: the utilization of the
Slavnov–Taylor identities and either require no, or assume no ghost contributions.
In attempting to further the Mandelstam approximation to Landau gauge Yang–Mills theory by including the ghost
contributions, a startling new phenomenon emerged — infrared ghost dominance [12] (see also [6, 13] for contemporary
reviews). The starting point was an approximation to the Slavnov–Taylor identity for the ghost-gluon vertex. This
approximation was shown to be inconsistent with perturbation theory [14], but this turned out to be unimportant:
using general arguments one can show that the tree-level part of the ghost-gluon vertex is the important ingredient
[15]. Indeed, there are indications that the dressing of the ghost-gluon vertex function is only slight [16]. The results
of this infrared ghost dominance can be summarized as follows: the gluon propagator is infrared suppressed, whereas
the ghost propagator is infrared enhanced. In the context of confinement, the results imply positivity violation
(formalized in the Oehme–Zimmermann superconvergence relations [17]) and are in agreement with the Kugo–Ojima
[18] and Gribov–Zwanziger [19–21] confinement scenarios. These results have been contested (see for example Ref. [22])
by appealing to the Slavnov–Taylor identity for the three-gluon vertex, applying the further assumption that certain
dressing functions that compose the ghost-gluon vertex kernel remain infrared finite and with the conclusion that the
ghost propagator is not infrared enhanced. The existence of such additional solutions has been verified in Ref. [23] (this
type of solution was incidentally also observed in Ref. [24] within the canonical approach to Coulomb gauge Yang–
Mills theory [25]): it was concluded however that the Slavnov–Taylor identities alone cannot discriminate between
the two types of solution and that one needs explicit additional input (the authors arguing that the infrared enhanced
ghost solution is preferred).
From the above (admittedly historically incomplete discussion of) works, several lessons emerge. Firstly, the
Slavnov–Taylor identities play a central role in nonperturbative Dyson–Schwinger studies since they provide informa-
tion about the higher n-point functions that enter the Dyson–Schwinger equations. Second, in all the above studies,
the Slavnov–Taylor identities relate the 4-vector contraction of a vertex to some combination of inverse propagators
(proper two-point functions). This contraction means that only part of the vertex is constrained by the identity and
it is not necessarily that part which enters the Dyson–Schwinger equations. One either assumes that the ‘transverse’
vertex (i.e., that part not constrained by the Slavnov–Taylor identity) can be neglected or considers more sophisti-
cated input to complete the closure of the system such that the Dyson–Schwinger equations can be solved (e.g., the
Curtis–Pennington vertex uses multiplicative renormalizability constraints [4]). Third, even if the Slavnov–Taylor
2identities are applied to close the Dyson–Schwinger equations, the solution (and in particular the infrared behavior)
may not be uniquely specified and requires additional input, as demonstrated in Ref. [23]. These latter two points
are emphatically not intended as a criticism of the Dyson–Schwinger approach, merely as reminders of some of the
problems encountered (confinement is after all, not entirely trivial) and in this paper, we will see what Coulomb gauge
has to say about the subject.
The importance of Coulomb gauge in studying nonperturbative QCD was recognized early on, as was the inherent
difficulty in technical calculation for such noncovariant gauges [26]. The significance of Coulomb gauge is based in the
observation that in this gauge, the system reduces naturally to physical degrees of freedom (explicitly demonstrated
in Ref. [21]). Given that the Slavnov–Taylor identities are the expression of charge conservation as applied to Green’s
functions, there exists a clear motivation to derive them in Coulomb gauge. In addition, there has recently been
much technical progress in the Coulomb gauge functional formalism that provides the background to the study of
the Dyson–Schwinger equations: the derivation of the Dyson–Schwinger equations themselves [27, 28], their one-
loop perturbative analysis [28–30], the resolution of more formal aspects of the (incomplete) gauge-fixing and the
existence of a conserved, vanishing total charge (and the absence of the infamous Coulomb gauge energy divergences)
[31, 32]. With the Slavnov–Taylor identities, most of the components required for at least an initial study of the
Dyson–Schwinger equations are in place.
In this paper, we thus derive the Slavnov–Taylor identities of Coulomb gauge Yang–Mils theory in the second order
functional formalism and discuss some of their immediate consequences. In Section 2, the basic formulation of the
functional formalism and the Gauss–BRST invariance is presented. The Slavnov–Taylor identities for the two-point
functions are derived in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, the identities for the vertex functions are derived and it
is shown how these identities form closed sets such that the temporal Green’s functions may be obtained as their
solution. Section 5 is concerned with the possibility of extracting unambiguous information about Green’s functions
from the identities in the infrared. The paper concludes with a discussion of various aspects of the identities. For the
convenience of the reader, selected relevant results from earlier works are listed in Appendix A. Lengthy configuration
space expressions, important to the derivation of the Slavnov–Taylor identities but not to the narrative of the paper
are relegated to Appendix B.
2. FUNCTIONAL FORMALISM AND GAUSS–BRST INVARIANCE
Let us begin by considering Yang–Mills theory in the functional formalism. We will use the notation and conventions
established in [27, 28]. We work in Minkowski space with metric gµν = diag(1,−~1). Roman subscripts (i, j, . . .) denote
spatial indices and superscripts (a, b, . . .) denote color indices. We will often write configuration space coordinates
(x, y, . . .) as subscripts where no confusion arises.
The Yang–Mills action is defined as
SYM =
∫
d4x
[
−
1
4
F aµνF
aµν
]
(2.1)
where the (antisymmetric) field strength tensor F is given in terms of the gauge field Aaµ:
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νA
a
µ + gf
abcAbµA
c
ν . (2.2)
In the above, the fabc are the structure constants of the SU(Nc) group whose generators obey
[
T a, T b
]
= ıfabcT c.
The Yang-Mills action is invariant under a local SU(Nc) gauge transform characterized by the parameter θ
a
x:
Ux = exp {−ıθ
a
xT
a} (2.3)
such that for infinitesimal θax, the gauge field transforms as
Aaµ → A
′a
µ = A
a
µ −
1
g
Dˆabµ θ
b (2.4)
with the covariant derivative in the adjoint color representation given by
Dˆacµ = δ
ac∂µ + gf
abcAbµ. (2.5)
In terms of the temporal and spatial components, the above transform reads (we rewrite the temporal component A0
as σ)
σa → σ′a = σa −
1
g
∂0θ
a − fabcσbθc,
~Aa → ~A′a = ~Aa +
1
g
~∇θa − fabc ~Abθc. (2.6)
3Consider the functional integral
Z =
∫
DΦexp {ıSYM} (2.7)
where DΦ denotes the functional integration measure for the collection of all fields. Since the action is invariant under
gauge transformations, Z is divergent by virtue of the integration over the gauge group. To overcome this problem we
use the Faddeev-Popov technique and introduce a gauge-fixing term along with an associated ghost term [33]. Using
a Lagrange multiplier field, λa, to implement the gauge-fixing, in Coulomb gauge (~∇· ~Aa = 0) we can then write
Z =
∫
DΦexp {ıSYM + ıSFP }, SFP =
∫
d4x
[
−λa~∇· ~Aa − ca~∇· ~Dabcb
]
(2.8)
where ca and cb are the Grassmann-valued ghost fields. The new term in the action, SFP , is invariant under the Gauss–
Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin [Gauss-BRST] transform [21] whereby the infinitesimal, spacetime dependent gauge pa-
rameter θax is factorized into two Grassmann-valued components: θ
a
x = c
a
xδλt, where δλt is the time-dependent
infinitesimal variation (not to be confused with the colored Lagrange multiplier field λa). The Gauss-BRST transform
is peculiar to Coulomb gauge — the time-dependent variation is allowed simply because the gauge-fixing does not
involve any explicit time-derivatives. The variations of the new fields read:
δcax =
1
g
λaxδλt, δc
a
x = −
1
2
fabccbxc
c
xδλt, δλ
a
x = 0. (2.9)
By including a source term, the generating functional is given by
Z[J ] =
∫
DΦexp {ıSYM + ıSFP + ıSs} (2.10)
where
Ss =
∫
d4x
[
ρaσa + ~Ja · ~Aa + caηa + ηaca + ξaλa
]
. (2.11)
Regarding the Gauss-BRST transform as a change of integration variables under which the generating functional is
invariant, noting that the associated Jacobian factor is trivial [27] and only the source term varies, we deduce that
0 =
∫
DΦ
δ
δ [ıδλt]
exp {ıSYM + ıSFP + ıSs + ıδSs}
∣∣∣∣
δλt=0
=
∫
DΦexp {ıSYM + ıSFP + ıSs}
∫
d4xδ(t− x0)×[
−
1
g
(∂0xρ
a
x)c
a
x + f
abcρaxσ
b
xc
c
x −
1
g
Jaix∇ixc
a
x + f
abcJaixA
b
ixc
c
x +
1
g
λaxη
a
x +
1
2
fabcηaxc
b
xc
c
x
]
. (2.12)
This equation is the starting point for deriving the Slavnov–Taylor identities. Notice the δ(t− x0) constraint, which
arises because of the time-dependent variation δλt and is characteristic to the Gauss-BRST transform. It leads
eventually to a nontrivial energy injection into the Slavnov–Taylor identities which is not present in the covariant
gauge case.
It is pertinent at this stage to discuss some nontrivial points associated with the above. Coulomb gauge is in fact
not a complete gauge. Even after adding the gauge-fixing terms, the functional integral, Eq. (2.8), still contains
zero-modes generated by purely temporal gauge transforms (and for that matter, global transforms too). Explicitly
separating these temporal zero-modes within the Faddeev–Popov procedure, one can formally show (within the first
order formalism, but since this is connected to the second order formalism used here via identities, the same conclusions
apply) that the total color charge of the system is constrained to be conserved and vanishing [32]. The above
expression, Eq. (2.12), is the dynamical statement of color charge conservation — it shows how the external sources
must be arranged in accordance with the gauge symmetry of the underlying theory. In the two differing contexts,
the incompleteness of the gauge plays a central role: the formal isolation of the zero-modes gives the total charge
constraint and the time-dependent variation (δλt) will give (later) the extra temporal scale. We will discuss this
connection at the end.
Note also that the presence of the temporal zero-modes precludes deriving a similar expression to Eq. (2.12) above
by considering a purely time dependent (spatially independent) full gauge transform, i.e., θ(t, ~x) → θ(t), since the
4functional integration is ill-defined. In such a case, the identity gives a resultant Γσσ Green’s function (see later
for details of the definition) with a dressing function that vanishes at zero momentum and this would hold even at
tree-level which clearly contradicts the perturbative behavior for which the dressing function is unity (see Ref. [28] or
Appendix A). The reason for this is that when considering the gauge-variant Green’s functions, the integration over
the gauge group associated with the zero-modes averages such quantities to zero. For the Gauss-BRST transform
considered here, the spatial dependence of the ghost-field ensures that this problem is not encountered (since the
gauge-fixing part of the action can be rewritten in terms of spatial derivatives of the ghost-field, they can always be
implicitly defined as having no spatially constant component).
So far, the generating functional, Z[J ], generates all Green’s functions, connected and disconnected. The generating
functional of connected Green’s functions is W [J ] where
Z[J ] = eW [J]. (2.13)
We define the classical fields to be
Φα =
1
Z
∫
DΦΦα exp ıS =
1
Z
δZ
δıJα
(2.14)
(we use the same notation for both the classical and quantum fields since no confusion will arise). The generating
functional of proper Green’s functions is the effective action, Γ, which is a functional of the classical fields and is
defined through a Legendre transform of W :
Γ[Φ] =W [J ]− ıJαΦα. (2.15)
In the above, we use a compact notation for the sources and fields: a generic field is denoted Φα, with source Jα
and with the index α standing for all attributes of the field in question (including its type); further, summation over
all discrete indices and integration over all continuous arguments is implicitly understood. We introduce a bracket
notation for derivatives of W with respect to sources and of Γ with respect to classical fields (no confusion arises since
the two sets of derivatives are never mixed):
<ıJα>=
δW
δıJα
, <ıΦα>=
δΓ
δıΦα
. (2.16)
We can now rewrite Eq. (2.12) as
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
1
g
(
∂0x <ıσ
a
x>
)
cax − f
abc <ıσax> σ
b
xc
c
x +
1
g
<ıAaix> ∇ixc
a
x − f
abc <ıAaix> A
b
ixc
c
x −
1
g
λax <ıc
a
x>
+
1
2
fabc <ıcax> c
b
xc
c
x − f
abc <ıσax><ıρ
b
xıη
c
x> −f
abc <ıAaix><ıJ
b
ixıη
c
x> +
1
2
fabc <ıcax><ıη
b
xıη
c
x>
}
. (2.17)
Knowing the functional form of the ghost equation of motion [28],
<ıcax>= −∇
2
xc
a
x + gf
abc∇ix
[
<ıJbixıη
c
x> +A
b
ixc
c
x
]
, (2.18)
allows us to write∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
1
g
<ıAaix> ∇ixc
a
x =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıAaix>
]
∇2xc
a
x
=
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
−
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıAaix>
]
<ıcax> −f
abc <ıAaix>
∇ix∇jx
(−∇2x)
[
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> +A
b
jxc
c
x
]}
. (2.19)
Inserting the above into Eq. (2.17) then gives
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
1
g
(
∂0x <ıσ
a
x>
)
cax − f
abc <ıσax> σ
b
xc
c
x −
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıAaix>
]
<ıcax>
−fabc <ıAaix> tij(~x)A
b
jxc
c
x −
1
g
λax <ıc
a
x> +
1
2
fabc <ıcax> c
b
xc
c
x − f
abc <ıσax><ıρ
b
xıη
c
x>
−fabc <ıAaix> tij(~x) <ıJ
b
jxıη
c
x> +
1
2
fabc <ıcax><ıη
b
xıη
c
x>
}
(2.20)
5where tij(~x) = δij +∇ix∇jx/(−∇
2
x) is the transverse projector in configuration space.
Before considering the full content of the Slavnov–Taylor identities arising from Eq. (2.20), let us show that func-
tional derivatives with respect to the Lagrange multiplier field, λax, play no further role. The field equation of motion
for λax, valid in the presence of sources reads [28]
<ıλax>= −∇ixA
a
ix (2.21)
such that the only non-zero functional derivative of <ıλax> is
<ıAbjyıλ
a
x>= ıδ
ba∇jxδ(y − x). (2.22)
All other functional derivatives of <ıλax> vanish, even in the presence of sources. Taking the functional derivative of
Eq. (2.20) with respect to ıλdz gives
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
ı
g
δ(z − x) <ıcdx> −
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıλdzıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcax>
−fabc <ıλdzıA
a
ix> tij(~x)A
b
jxc
c
x − f
abc <ıλdzıA
a
ix> tij(~x) <ıJ
b
jxıη
c
x>
−fabc <ıσax>
δ
δıλdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x> −f
abc <ıAaix> tij(~x)
δ
δıλdz
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> +
1
2
fabc <ıcax>
δ
δıλdz
<ıηbxıη
c
x>
}
.(2.23)
Now, taking partial functional derivatives of the Legendre transform, Eq. (2.15), one can show that
δ
δıλdz
<ıJαıJβ> ∼ <ıJαıJκ><ıΦκıλ
d
zıΦγ><ıJγıJβ>
= 0 (2.24)
since all three-point proper functions involving functional derivatives with respect to ıλdz vanish. Further using the
result Eq. (2.22) we arrive at
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
ı
g
[
δ(z − x)−
∇ix∇iz
(−∇2x)
δ(x− z)
]
<ıcdx> −ıf
dbc [∇izδ(x− z)] tij(~x)
[
Abjxc
c
x+ <ıJ
b
jxıη
c
x>
]}
.
(2.25)
Knowing that ∇izδ(x− z) = −∇ixδ(x− z) and using integration by parts on the last term, the above expression is a
trivial identity. Thus, even in the presence of sources, functional derivatives of Eq. (2.20) with respect to ıλdz give rise
to an identity from which no further information can be obtained and we can set the classical field λax = 0 (except for
within partial derivatives used in conjunction with the Legendre transform) and ignore the Lagrange multiplier field
from now on.
Equation (2.20) is Grassmann valued and to proceed, we must first take the functional derivative with respect to
ıcdz. Since we will be taking further derivatives, fields/sources must be retained (with the exception of λ as discussed
previously). The subsequent Slavnov–Taylor identities are thus functional derivatives of
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
−
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıc
d
zıσ
a
x>
]
ıcax −
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x)
−
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıcdzıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcax> +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıAaix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
−fabc <ıcdzıσ
a
x>
[
<ıρbxıη
c
x> −ıσ
b
xıc
c
x
]
− fabc <ıσax>
[
δ
δıcdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x> −ıσ
b
xδ
dcδ(z − x)
]
−fabc <ıcdzıA
a
ix> tij(~x)
[
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> −ıA
b
jxıc
c
x
]
− fabc <ıAaix> tij(~x)
[
δ
δıcdz
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> −ıA
b
jxδ
dcδ(z − x)
]
+
1
2
fabc <ıcdzıc
a
x>
[
<ıηbxıη
c
x> −ıc
b
xıc
c
x
]
−
1
2
fabc <ıcax>
[
δ
δıcdz
<ıηbxıη
c
x> −2δ
dbδ(z − x)ıccx
]}
. (2.26)
3. SLAVNOV–TAYLOR IDENTITIES: TWO-POINT FUNCTIONS
The first of the Slavnov–Taylor identities is generated by taking the functional derivative of Eq. (2.26) with respect
to ıσew and setting sources to zero. The resulting equation reads
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
−
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıσ
e
wıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x) +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıσewıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
6−fabc <ıσewıσ
a
x>
δ
δıcdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣
J=0
− fabc <ıσewıA
a
ix> tij(~x)
δ
δıcdz
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣
J=0
}
. (3.1)
This equation is best expressed in momentum space. We define the momentum space two-point Green’s functions via
their respective Fourier transforms
<ıσawıσ
b
x>=
∫
d¯ k e−ık·(w−x)Γabσσ(k0,
~k), (3.2)
(similarly for ΓAA etc. and also for the propagatorsWAA etc.) where the arguments of the momentum space functions
reflect their noncovariant nature, we impose translational invariance in the usual way and d¯ k = d4k/(2π)4. We also
define
fabc
δ
δıcdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣
J=0
=
∫
d¯ k e−ık·(x−z)Σ˜adσ;cc(k0,
~k), (3.3)
fabc
δ
δıcdz
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣
J=0
=
∫
d¯ k e−ık·(x−z)Σ˜adA;ccj(k0,
~k). (3.4)
The latter two definitions and notations may at first sight appear somewhat artificial. In fact, as will be shortly
justified, their exact form in terms of standard Green’s functions is irrelevant since neither term will contribute.
However, in the remainder of the paper, similar (but increasingly complicated) objects will occur so some explanation
is in order. The Dyson–Schwinger equations are derived as functional derivatives of the field equations of motion and
this gives rise to the familiar loop expressions. For example (taken from Ref. [28]),
δ
δıAfjw
∫
d4yd4z Γ
(0)bca
ccAi (y, z, x) <ıη
c
zıη
b
y> −→
∫
d¯ ω Γ
(0)bca
ccAi (ω−k,−ω, k)W
cd
cc (ω)Γ
def
ccAj(ω, k−ω,−k)W
eb
cc (ω−k) (3.5)
gives the ghost loop term of the Dyson–Schwinger equation for ΓAA (Wcc is the ghost propagator, ΓccA is the spatial
ghost-gluon vertex and Γ
(0)
ccA is the tree-level counterpart). Importantly, all occurrences of objects such as <ıη
c
zıη
b
y> in
the field equations of motion have an associated tree-level vertex – these terms originate directly from the interaction
terms of the original action such that the functional derivatives have a clear meaning as loops. However, in the
case of the (nonabelian) Slavnov–Taylor identities one has a different structure which arises from the Gauss-BRST
transform (or indeed generally from the BRS transform) and is exemplified in Eq. (2.26). In this case, one has objects
such as <ıρbxıη
c
x> which must be functionally differentiated, but which are separated from any interaction type of
factor. However, even without the interaction term, these functional derivatives do still have a partial meaning as loop
expressions; it is simply that the tree-level vertex is missing (although the color factor and momentum conservation
are present). We will denote such irregular expressions with a tilde (as in Σ˜ above or Γ˜ later) and since these terms are
important to the arguments presented in this study, we will write out their explicit forms where necessary. As alluded
to above, this type of pseudo-loop expression is common to the Slavnov–Taylor identities of nonabelian theories and in
linear covariant gauges, there is a familiar example, referred to as the ghost-gluon scattering-like kernel which appears
in the identity for the three-gluon vertex [34].
Returning to Eq. (3.1), we can now write
0 =
∫
d¯ q0 d¯ k e
−ıq0(t−z0)−ık·(w−z)
{
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k)−
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (q0 + k0,
~k)
−Γeaσσ(k0,
~k)Σ˜adσ;cc(q0 + k0,
~k)− ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)tij(~k)Σ˜
ad
A;ccj(k0 + q0,
~k)
}
. (3.6)
In the above, notice how the δ(t− x0) factor characterizing the Gauss-BRST transform leads to the energy insertion
q0 which breaks the energy flow through the various Green’s functions and in particular how this insertion affects only
the ghost functions. Since t, w and z are arbitrary, we can write down the momentum space Slavnov–Taylor identity:
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (q0+k0,
~k)+Γeaσσ(k0,
~k)Σ˜adσ;cc(q0+k0,
~k)+ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)tij(~k)Σ˜
ad
A;ccj(k0+q0,
~k). (3.7)
Now consider the definition of Σ˜Aj;cc, given by Eq. (3.4): under a parity transform, the vector source J
b
jx changes
sign [27] and we see that
Σ˜adA;ccj(k0,−
~k) = −Σ˜adA;ccj(k0,
~k) (3.8)
7from which we can infer that
tij(~k)Σ˜
ad
A;ccj(k0 + q0,
~k) ∼ tij(~k)kj = 0 (3.9)
such that the last term of Eq. (3.7) vanishes. Because the energy scale, q0, is arbitrary, we can make a further
translation q0 → −q0 − 2k0 and Eq. (3.7) becomes
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (−q0 − k0,
~k) + Γeaσσ(k0,
~k)Σ˜adσ;cc(−q0 − k0,
~k). (3.10)
Knowing that the σ-field and ρ-source change sign under time-reversal, whereas the ghost-antighost pair is invariant
[27], we have that
Σ˜adσ;cc(−q0 − k0,
~k) = −Σ˜adσ;cc(q0 + k0,
~k),
Γadcc (−q0 − k0,
~k) = Γadcc (q0 + k0,
~k), (3.11)
such that
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (q0 + k0,
~k)− Γeaσσ(k0,
~k)Σ˜adσ;cc(q0 + k0,
~k). (3.12)
Comparing this with the original Eq. (3.7) above, we find that
Σ˜adσ;cc(q0 + k0,
~k) = 0. (3.13)
The Slavnov–Taylor identity now reads
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (q0 + k0,
~k). (3.14)
However, since q0 is arbitrary, we can further state that the two-point ghost proper function Γcc is independent of
energy, i.e.,
Γadcc (q0 + k0,
~k)→ Γadcc (
~k). (3.15)
This was known to all orders in perturbation theory [27, 28], but it is reassuring that the result is confirmed nonper-
turbatively. We now have the final form of the first of the Slavnov–Taylor identities:
k0
g
Γedσσ(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaσAi(k0,
~k)Γadcc (
~k). (3.16)
Repeating the above analysis but starting by functionally differentiating Eq. (2.26) with respect to ıAekw and setting
sources to zero leads to the similar Slavnov–Taylor identity
k0
g
ΓedAσk(k0,
~k) =
ı
g
ki
~k2
ΓeaAAki(k0,
~k)Γadcc (
~k). (3.17)
Now, since the energy, k0, is a scalar quantity we see immediately from Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) that the two-point
proper Green’s functions involving functional derivatives with respect to the temporal gluon field, σ, (these will be
referred to as the temporal Green’s functions) can be unambiguously expressed in terms of the ghost and (longitudinal)
spatial gluon two-point proper Green’s functions. (We will discuss the identities, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), and their
general kinematical decompositions further in Section 5.) In a sense, up to the level of the two-point functions the
field σ has been eliminated from the system or equivalently has been integrated out of the functional form of the
action. The two identities, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), have been derived previously from the standard BRS invariance,
using perturbative arguments to eliminate the Σ˜ terms and were verified to one-loop order in perturbation theory
[28]. The above derivation is however slightly superior since it makes reference only to symmetry arguments and
does not rely on the implicit assumption that the all-orders resummation of perturbation theory is equivalent to
the nonperturbative theory. Together, the two identities are the Coulomb gauge equivalent of the standard covariant
gauge result that the longitudinal part of the gluon polarization is not dressed [1, 2]. This also highlights an important
difference between Landau gauge and Coulomb gauge: in the former, the gluon polarization is transverse to the four-
momentum; in the latter, the gluon polarization (ΓAA in our notation) is explicitly not transverse — instead, the
spatially longitudinal, ghost and temporal two-point proper functions are all related. This connection is reminiscent of
the quartet mechanism in the Kugo–Ojima confinement scenario [18]. This is hardly surprising since the Kugo–Ojima
confinement scenario is based on the identification of a well-defined conserved color charge and the Slavnov–Taylor
identities here are the dynamical expression of charge conservation.
84. SLAVNOV–TAYLOR IDENTITIES: VERTEX FUNCTIONS
In this section, we study further functional derivatives of Eq. (2.26) and show that the resultant Slavnov–Taylor
identities eventually form a closed set from which the temporal Green’s functions (i.e., those with at least one external
σ-leg) can be unambiguously derived. This closed set turns out to be somewhat extended and so, for clarity of
presentation, we separate the various classes of functional derivatives according to how many pairs of ghost/antighost
functional derivatives are present. By explicitly separating the Grassmann-valued fields, we may then modify our
notation for the generic field Φα or source Jα to be restricted to only the ~A or σ fields/sources and their associated
attributes which allows us to compactify the formalism.
A. No further ghost derivatives
Let us begin by functionally differentiating Eq. (2.26) twice with respect to ıΦeλ(k)w and ıΦ
f
τ(l)v where as mentioned
above, the indices λ(k) and τ(l) refer here to either the A-field with its associated spatial index (k or l) or to the
σ-field with no associated spatial index. Setting sources to zero, the resulting equation reads:
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
−
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıΦ
f
τ(l)vıΦ
e
λ(k)wıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x) +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıΦf
τ(l)vıΦ
e
λ(k)wıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
+
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıΦeλ(k)wıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
zıΦ
f
τ(l)v> +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıΦf
τ(l)vıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
zıΦ
e
λ(k)w>
− <ıΦeλ(k)wıσ
a
x>

fabc δ2
δıΦf
τ(l)vδıc
d
z
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
− fafdδστ δ(v − x)δ(z − x)


− <ıΦf
τ(l)vıσ
a
x>

fabc δ2
δıΦf
λ(k)wδıc
d
z
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
− faedδσλδ(w − x)δ(z − x)


− <ıΦeλ(k)wıA
a
ix> tij(~x)

fabc δ2
δıΦf
τ(l)vδıc
d
z
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
− fafdδjlδAτδ(v − x)δ(z − x)


− <ıΦf
τ(l)vıA
a
ix> tij(~x)
[
fabc
δ2
δıΦe
λ(k)wδıc
d
z
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
− faedδjkδAλδ(w − x)δ(z − x)
]}
. (4.1)
In the above, we have made use of the results Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13) to eliminate such terms. Because the indices λ and
τ refer to field types that commute, the above equation actually represents three separate equations. Let us define
Γ˜adf
σ;ccτ(l)(x, z, v) = gf
abc δ
2
δıΦf
τ(l)vδıc
d
z
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
,
Γ˜adf
A;ccτj(l)(x, z, v) = gf
abc δ
2
δıΦf
τ(l)vδıc
d
z
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
, (4.2)
(these expressions will be explained later). We further notice that by taking two functional derivatives of Eq. (2.18)
and setting sources to zero then we have
<ıcaxıc
d
zıΦ
f
τ(l)v>= −gf
adfδAτ δjl∇jxδ(v − x)δ(z − x)−∇jxΓ˜
adf
A;ccτj(l)(x, z, v). (4.3)
This equation is of course the precursor to the Dyson–Schwinger equation for the temporal and spatial ghost-gluon
vertices. Our identities can thus be written
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
−ı
[
∂0x <ıΦ
f
τ(l)vıΦ
e
λ(k)wıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x) +
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıΦf
τ(l)vıΦ
e
λ(k)wıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
− <ıΦeλ(k)wıA
a
ix>
[
Γ˜adf
A;ccτi(l)(x, z, v) + gf
adfδilδAτδ(v − x)δ(z − x)
]
− <ıΦf
τ(l)vıA
a
ix>
[
Γ˜adeA;ccλi(k)(x, z, w) + gf
adeδikδAλδ(w − x)δ(z − x)
]
9− <ıΦeλ(k)wıσ
a
x>
[
Γ˜adf
σ;ccτ(l)(x, z, v) + gf
adfδστ δ(v − x)δ(z − x)
]
− <ıΦf
τ(l)vıσ
a
x>
[
Γ˜adeσ;ccλ(k)(x, z, w) + gf
adeδσλδ(w − x)δ(z − x)
]}
. (4.4)
Let us now introduce our convention for the Fourier transform of the three-point functions (similarly for higher n-point
functions):
f(x, y, z) =
∫
d¯ k1 d¯ k2 d¯ k3 (2π)
4δ(k1 + k2 + k3)e
−ık1·x−ık2·y−ık3·zf(k1, k2, k3). (4.5)
All momenta of the three-point functions are defined as incoming and for brevity we do not split the temporal and
spatial sets of arguments. Returning to Eq. (4.4), after some manipulation we arrive at the three Slavnov–Taylor
identities (k1 + k2 + k3 = 0):
k03Γ
fed
τλσ(lk)(k1, k2, k3) = ı
k3i
~k23
Γfea
τλA(lk)i(k1, k2, k3)Γ
ad
cc (−
~k3)
−ΓeaλA(k)i(k2)
[
Γ˜adf
A;ccτi(l)(k2 + q0, k3 − q0, k1) + gf
adfδilδAτ
]
−Γfa
τA(l)i(k1)
[
Γ˜adeA;ccλi(k)(k1 + q0, k3 − q0, k2) + gf
adeδikδAλ
]
−Γeaλσ(k)(k2)
[
Γ˜adf
σ;ccτ(l)(k2 + q0, k3 − q0, k1) + gf
adfδστ
]
−Γfa
τσ(l)(k1)
[
Γ˜adeσ;ccλ(k)(k1 + q0, k3 − q0, k2) + gf
adeδσλ
]
. (4.6)
These identities can easily be verified at tree-level, using the Feynman rules presented in Ref. [28] (and for completeness
presented in Appendix A). They are the Coulomb gauge analogue of the familiar Slavnov–Taylor identity for the
three-gluon vertex [34]. As in the previous section, the energy q0 is injected into the ghost line of the various factors
but one cannot cancel terms using symmetry properties anymore (as was the case for the Σ˜ kernels) because of the
presence of other energy arguments in the equations. Neglecting the Γ˜ terms, we can see that each vertex involving a
functional derivative with respect to the temporal σ-field is fully determined (again because k03 is a scalar quantity)
given the corresponding (spatially contracted) vertex involving the derivative with respect to the spatial A-field.
Let us now discuss the form of the Γ˜ factors. From the definition, Eq. (4.2), and taking functional derivatives in
standard fashion, we have
Γ˜adfσ;ccτ (x, z, v) = gf
abc δ
2
δıΦfτvδıcdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
= gfabc
{
<ıρbxıJε><ıΦεıΦ
f
τvıΦλ><ıJλıJκ><ıη
c
xıη
g
u><ıc
g
uıc
d
zıΦκ>
− <ıρbxıJκ><ıη
c
xıη
g
u><c
g
uıc
d
zıΦκıΦ
f
τ(l)v>
+ <ıρbxıJκ><ıη
c
xıη
g
u><ıc
g
uıc
h
s ıΦ
f
τv><ıη
h
sη
i
r><ıc
i
rıc
d
zıΦκ>
}
(4.7)
where we recall that having explicitly extracted the Grassmann-valued fields, the repeated indices refer here to only
the σ or A-fields. The coordinates u, s and r are implicitly integrated over. We further omit the possible spatial
index (l) associated when τ refers to the ~A-field for notational convenience. A similar expression exists for Γ˜A;ccτ . In
momentum space, we have (p1 + p2 + p3 = 0)
Γ˜adfσ;ccτ (p1, p2, p3) = gf
abc
∫
d¯ k W bgσε(k)Γ
gfh
ετµ(k, p3,−k − p3)W
hi
µκ(k + p3)W
cj
cc (p1 − k)Γ
jdi
ccκ(p1 − k, p2, k + p3)
−gfabc
∫
d¯ kW bgσκ(k)W
ch
cc (p1 − k)Γ
hdgf
ccκτ (p1 − k, p2, k, p3)
+gfabc
∫
d¯ kW bgσκ(k)W
ch
cc (p1 − k)Γ
hif
ccτ (p1 − k, p2 + k, p3)W
ij
cc (−p2 − k)Γ
jdg
ccκ(−p2 − k, p2, k),
(4.8)
(we make the internal color indices explicit) again with similar expressions for the other Γ˜ factors. Given that there is
the implicit summation over ε, µ and κ (referring to the field types σ and A), what this means is that the Γ˜ considered
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so far are in general dependent not only on the non-ghost temporal three-point functions that are explicit in Eq. (4.6)
(thus showing that Eq. (4.6) actually forms a set of nonlinear integral equations) but on the further temporal Green’s
functions Γccσ, ΓccσA and Γccσσ (and of course all the other two-point functions, the purely spatial A and the ghost
three- and four-point functions).
B. One pair of further ghost derivatives
Let us now consider the Slavnov–Taylor identities that arise if we functionally differentiate Eq. (2.26) with respect
to at least ıcfv and ıc
e
w. If we restrict ourselves to considering no further ghost/antighost functional derivatives, then
we are able to set the corresponding fields/sources to zero whilst maintaining the rest without confusion. The resulting
expression reads:
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıc
f
v ıc
d
zıσ
e
x>
]
δ(w − x)−
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıc
f
v ıc
e
wıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x)
−
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıcfv ıc
d
zıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
e
w> +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıcfv ıc
e
wıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
+
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıAaix>
]
<ıcfv ıc
e
wıc
a
xıc
d
z>
+fabc <ıcfv ıc
d
zıσ
a
x>
[
δ
δıcew
<ıρbxıη
c
x> −ıσ
b
xδ
ecδ(w − x)
]
− fabc <ıcfv ıc
e
wıσ
a
x>
[
δ
δıcdz
<ıρbxıη
c
x> −ıσ
b
xδ
dcδ(z − x)
]
−fabc <ıσax>
δ3
δıcfvδıc
e
wδıc
d
z
<ıρbxıη
c
x> +f
abc <ıcfv ıc
d
zıA
a
ix> tij(~x)
[
δ
δıcew
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> −ıA
b
jxδ
ecδ(w − x)
]
−fabc <ıcfv ıc
e
wıA
a
ix> tij(~x)
[
δ
δıcdz
<ıJbjxıη
c
x> −ıA
b
jxδ
dcδ(z − x)
]
− fabc <ıAaix> tij(~x)
δ3
δıcfvδıc
e
wδıc
d
z
<ıJbjxıη
c
x>
+
1
2
fabc <cfv ıc
a
x>
[
δ2
δıcewδıc
d
z
<ıηbxıη
c
x> −2δ
dbδecδ(z − x)δ(w − x)
]}
η=η=0
. (4.9)
To derive the identity for the ghost-gluon vertex, we further set the remaining sources to zero (we will return to
Eq. (4.9) later in this subsection to derive more identities) and again using the results given by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13)
we get
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
{
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıc
f
v ıc
d
zıσ
e
x>
]
δ(w − x) −
ı
g
[
∂0x <ıc
f
v ıc
e
wıσ
d
x>
]
δ(z − x)
−
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıcfv ıc
d
zıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
e
w> +
1
g
[
∇ix
(−∇2x)
<ıcfv ıc
e
wıA
a
ix>
]
<ıcaxıc
d
z>
+
1
2g
<ıcfv ıc
a
x> Γ˜
ade
c;ccc(x, z, w) − f
ade <ıcfv ıc
a
x> δ(z − x)δ(w − x)
}
. (4.10)
In the above, we have defined
Γ˜adec;ccc(x, z, w) = gf
abc δ
2
δıcewδıc
d
z
<ıηbxıη
c
x>
∣∣∣∣
J=0
= gfabc <ıηbxıην><ıη
c
xıηµ>
[
2 <ıJκıJε><ıcνıc
d
zıΦκ><ıcµıc
e
wıΦε> − <ıcν ıc
e
wıc
d
zıcµ>
]
(4.11)
(internal indices κ and ε referring only to A or σ-fields as in the previous subsection). Considering now the Fourier
transform and using the same conventions as before, we arrive at the Slavnov–Taylor identity for the temporal ghost-
gluon vertex
0 = k03Γ
fde
ccσ (k1, k2, k3)−
ık3i
~k23
ΓfdaccAi(k1, k2, k3)Γ
ae
cc (−
~k3)
−(k02 + q0)Γ
fed
ccσ (k1, k3 − q0, k2 + q0) +
ık2i
~k22
ΓfeaccAi(k1, k3 − q0, k2 + q0)Γ
ad
cc (−
~k2)
+
1
2
Γfacc (
~k1)Γ˜
ade
c;ccc(k1 + q0, k2, k3 − q0)− gf
adeΓfacc (
~k1) (4.12)
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with
Γ˜adec;ccc(p1, p2, p3) = gf
abc
∫
d¯ k W bfcc (p1 − k)W
cg
cc (k)
{
2Γfdhccκ (p1 − k, p2, p3 + k)Γ
gei
ccε(k, p3,−p3 − k)W
hi
κε(−p3 − k)
−Γfedgcccc (p1 − k, p3, p2, k)
}
. (4.13)
Recall that we are free to choose the energy injection, q0, at will. If we set k
0
2 + q0 = 0 in Eq. (4.12), then (given
that for such general spacelike momentum configurations, the Green’s functions can have no singularities) the Γccσ
term of the middle line drops out and we have an unambiguous nonlinear integral equation for Γccσ. Crucially, as
far as the three-point functions involving the temporal σ-field are concerned, the equation forms a closed expression
without approximation. One can immediately verify this identity at tree-level using the Feynman rules of Ref. [28]
(and summarized in Appendix A). A similar Slavnov–Taylor identity for the ghost-gluon vertex in Landau gauge does
in fact exist [6, 12].
Returning to Eq. (4.9), we take the further functional derivative with respect to ıΦg
λ(k)u (again the field type λ
refers only to either the spatial A-field with index k or to the temporal σ-field) and set sources to zero. Making
use of the results Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13) to eliminate such terms and if we further use the appropriate functional
derivatives of Eq. (2.18) as before, then we have Eq. (B.1) (such lengthy configuration space expressions are relegated
to Appendix B). Equation (B.1) involves three new kernels: Γ˜σ;cccc and Γ˜c;cccλ are given by Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3),
respectively; the third kernel, Γ˜A;cccc, has a similar expression to Eq. (B.2). There is only one possible new Green’s
function involving derivatives with respect to the σ-field and this is Γccccσ. Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (B.1)
leads to the following Slavnov–Taylor identity in momentum space (
∑
ka = 0):
0 = k04Γ
fdge
ccλσ(k)(k1, k2, k3, k4)−
ık4i
~k24
Γfdga
ccλA(k)i(k1, k2, k3, k4)Γ
ae
cc (−
~k4)
−(k02 + q0)Γ
fegd
ccλσ(k)(k1, k4 − q0, k3, k2 + q0) +
ık2i
~k22
Γfega
ccλA(k)i(k1, k4 − q0, k3, k2 + q0)Γ
ad
cc (−
~k2)
+Γfdaccσ (k1, k2, k3 + k4)
[
Γ˜aeg
σ;ccλ(k)(q0 − k3 − k4, k4 − q0, k3)− gf
ageδσλ
]
+ΓfdaccAi(k1, k2, k3 + k4)
[
Γ˜aeg
A;ccλi(k)(q0 − k3 − k4, k4 − q0, k3)− gf
ageδkiδAλ
]
−Γfeaccσ (k1, k4 − q0, k2 + k3 + q0)
[
Γ˜adg
σ;ccλ(k)(−k2 − k3, k2, k3)− gf
agdδσλ
]
−ΓfeaccAi(k1, k4 − q0, k2 + k3 + q0)
[
Γ˜adg
A;ccλi(k)(−k2 − k3, k2, k3)− gf
agdδkiδAλ
]
−Γga
λσ(k)(k3)Γ˜
adef
σ;cccc(k3 + q0, k2, k4 − q0, k1)− Γ
ga
λA(k)i(k3)Γ˜
adef
A;cccci(k3 + q0, k2, k4 − q0, k1)
+
1
2
Γfag
ccλ(k)(k1, k2 + k4, k3)
[
Γ˜adec;ccc(q0 − k2 − k4, k2, k4 − q0)− 2gf
ade
]
+
1
2
Γfacc (
~k1)Γ˜
adeg
c;cccλ(k)(k1 + q0, k2, k4 − q0, k3), (4.14)
with the kernels (because of the proliferation of color indices, we resort to Greek superscripts)
Γ˜adefσ;cccc(p1, p2, p3, p4) = gf
abc
∫
d¯ k W bνσν(k)W
cγ
cc (p1 − k)×{
Γfµνccν (p4,−p4 − k, k)W
µε
cc (p4 + k)
[
Γεdαccα (p4 + k, p2,−k − p2 − p4)W
ακ
ακ (k + p2 + p4)Γ
γeκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p3, k + p2 + p4)
−Γεeαccα(p4 + k, p3, p1 + p2 − k)W
ακ
ακ (k − p1 − p2)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k − p1 − p2)
]
+Γfµεccε (p4, k + p2, p1 + p3 − k)W
µα
cc (−p2 − k)Γ
αdν
ccν (−p2 − k, p2, k)W
εκ
εκ (k + p2 + p4)Γ
γeκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p3, k + p2 + p4)
−Γfµεccε (p4, k + p3, p1 + p2 − k)W
µα
cc (−p3 − k)Γ
αeν
ccν (−p3 − k, p3, k)W
εκ
εκ (k + p3 + p4)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k + p3 + p4)
+Γfeανccαν (p4, p3,−k − p3 − p4, k)W
ακ
ακ (k + p3 + p4)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k + p3 + p4)
−Γfdανccαν (p4, p2,−k − p2 − p4, k)W
ακ
ακ (k + p2 + p4)Γ
γeκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p3, k + p2 + p4)
+Γfκγdcccc (p4, k + p3, p1 − k, p2)W
κα
cc (−p3 − k)Γ
αeν
ccν (−p3 − k, p3, k)
−Γfκγecccc (p4, k + p2, p1 − k, p3)W
κα
cc (−p2 − k)Γ
αdν
ccν (−p2 − k, p2, k)
+Γfµνccν (p4,−p4 − k, k)W
µκ
cc (p4 + k)Γ
κeγd
cccc (p4 + k, p3, p1 − k, p2)− Γ
feγdν
ccccν (p4, p3, p1 − k, p2, k)
}
, (4.15)
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Γ˜adegc;cccσ(p1, p2, p3, p4) = gf
abc
∫
d¯ k W bνcc (k)W
cγ
cc (p1 − k)×{
2Γνµgccσ (k,−p4 − k, p4)W
µε
cc (p4 + k)Γ
εeα
ccα(p4 + k, p3, p1 + p2 − k)W
ακ
ακ (k − p1 − p2)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k − p1 − p2)
−2Γνµgccσ (k,−p4 − k, p4)W
µε
cc (p4 + k)Γ
εdα
ccα (p4 + k, p2, p1 + p3 − k)W
ακ
ακ (k − p1 − p3)Γ
γeκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p3, k − p1 − p3)
−2Γνeεgccεσ(k, p3,−p3 − p4 − k, p4)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k + p3 + p4)W
εκ
εκ (k + p3 + p4)
+2Γνdεgccεσ (k, p2,−p2 − p4 − k, p4)Γ
γeκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p3, k + p2 + p4)W
εκ
εκ (k + p2 + p4)
+2Γνeεccε (k, p3,−p3 − k)W
εµ
εµ (p3 + k)Γ
µgα
µσα(p3 + k, p4, p1 + p2 − k)W
ακ
ακ (k − p1 − p2)Γ
γdκ
ccκ (p1 − k, p2, k − p1 − p2)
−2Γνεgccσ(k,−p4 − k, p4)W
εκ
cc (p4 + k)Γ
κeγd
cccc (p4 + k, p3, p1 − k, p2) + Γ
νeγdg
ccccσ (k, p3, p1 − k, p2, p4)
}
. (4.16)
(A similar expression exists for the kernel Γ˜A;cccc.) As before, since we may choose q0 at will and the energy (k
0
4) is
scalar, we now have two more expressions that are able to give ΓccσA and Γccσσ in terms of all the other previously
considered Green’s functions involving the σ-field except one: Γccccσ. Also as before, one can immediately verify this
identity at tree-level using the Feynman rules of Ref. [28] (and repeated in Appendix A).
C. Two pairs of further ghost derivatives
In order to close the system of Slavnov–Taylor identities, we must find an equation for Γccccσ. This equation arises
by functionally differentiating Eq. (2.26) with respect to ıcew, ıc
f
v , ıc
g
u and ıc
h
r and then setting sources to zero. Using
the results Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13) and the appropriate functional derivatives of Eq. (2.18) we obtain Eq. (B.4) (the
new kernel will be discussed below). This expression is cyclic symmetric in the three ghost derivatives ıcdz, ıc
e
w and
ıcgu and is antisymmetric in the two derivatives ıc
f
v and ıc
h
r . In momentum space, the identity reads:
0 = k05Γ
hgfde
ccccσ (k1, k2, k3, k4, k5)−
ık5i
~k25
ΓhgfdaccccAi(k1, k2, k3, k4, k5)Γ
ae
cc (−
~k5)
+(k02 + q0)Γ
hdfeg
ccccσ (k1, k4, k3, k5 − q0, k2 + q0)−
ık2i
~k22
ΓhdfeaccccAi(k1, k4, k3, k5 − q0, k2 + q0)Γ
ag
cc (−
~k2)
+(k04 + q0)Γ
hefgd
ccccσ (k1, k5 − q0, k3, k2, k4 + q0)−
ık4i
~k24
ΓhefgaccccAi(k1, k5 − q0, k3, k2, k4 + q0)Γ
ad
cc (−
~k4)
+Γfdaccσ (k3, k4,−k3 − k4)Γ˜
aegh
σ;cccc(q0 + k3 + k4, k5 − q0, k2, k1)
+Γfeaccσ (k3, k5 − q0, q0 − k3 − k5)Γ˜
agdh
σ;cccc(k3 + k5, k2, k4, k1)
+Γfgaccσ (k3, k2,−k2 − k3)Γ˜
adeh
σ;cccc(q0 + k2 + k3, k4, k5 − q0, k1)
+ΓfdaccAi(k3, k4,−k3 − k4)Γ˜
aegh
A;cccci(q0 + k3 + k4, k5 − q0, k2, k1)
+ΓfeaccAi(k3, k5 − q0, q0 − k3 − k5)Γ˜
agdh
A;cccci(k3 + k5, k2, k4, k1)
+ΓfgaccAi(k3, k2,−k2 − k3)Γ˜
adeh
A;cccci(q0 + k2 + k3, k4, k5 − q0, k1)
−Γhdaccσ (k1, k4,−k1 − k4)Γ˜
aegf
σ;cccc(q0 + k1 + k4, k5 − q0, k2, k3)
−Γheaccσ (k1, k5 − q0, q0 − k1 − k5)Γ˜
agdf
σ;cccc(k1 + k5, k2, k4, k3)
−Γhgaccσ (k1, k2,−k1 − k2)Γ˜
adef
σ;cccc(q0 + k1 + k2, k4, k5 − q0, k3)
−ΓhdaccAi(k1, k4,−k1 − k4)Γ˜
aegf
A;cccci(q0 + k1 + k4, k5 − q0, k2, k3)
−ΓheaccAi(k1, k5 − q0, q0 − k1 − k5)Γ˜
agdf
A;cccci(k1 + k5, k2, k4, k3)
−ΓhgaccAi(k1, k2,−k1 − k2)Γ˜
adef
A;cccci(q0 + k1 + k2, k4, k5 − q0, k3)
+
1
2
Γhdfacccc (k1, k4, k3, k2 + k5)
[
Γ˜aegc;ccc(q0 − k2 − k5, k5 − q0, k2)− 2gf
aeg
]
+
1
2
Γhefacccc (k1, k5 − q0, k3, q0 + k2 + k4)
[
Γ˜agdc;ccc(−k2 − k4, k2, k4)− 2gf
agd
]
+
1
2
Γhgfacccc (k1, k2, k3, k4 + k5)
[
Γ˜adec;ccc(q0 − k4 − k5, k4, k5 − q0)− 2gf
ade
]
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+
1
2
Γfacc (
~k3)Γ˜
adegh
c;ccccc(q0 + k3, k4, k5 − q0, k2, k1)−
1
2
Γhacc (
~k1)Γ˜
adegf
c;ccccc(q0 + k1, k4, k5 − q0, k2, k3). (4.17)
Aside from the Green’s function that we wish to calculate (Γccccσ), there is only one further unknown kernel: Γ˜c;ccccc,
given in Eq. (B.5). Importantly, this kernel introduces no new Green’s functions involving functional derivatives with
respect to the σ-field and in momentum space, it reads:
Γ˜adegfc;ccccc(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) = gf
abc
∫
d¯ k W bµcc (k)W
cν
cc (p1 − k)
{
−
1
3
Γµgfeνdcccccc (k, p4, p5, p3, p1 − k, p2)
+2Γfκνdcccc (p5, k + p3 + p4, p1 − k, p2)W
κε
cc (−k − p3 − p4)Γ
µgεe
cccc (k, p4,−k − p3 − p4, p3)
+2Γfdνgβccccβ (p5, p2, p1 − k, p4, k + p3)W
αβ
αβ (k + p3)Γ
µeα
ccα (k, p3,−k − p3)
+2Γfdγβccγβ (p5, p2, p1 + p3 − k, k + p4)Γ
µgα
ccα (k, p4,−k − p4)W
αβ
αβ (k + p4)W
γδ
γδ (k − p1 − p3)Γ
νeδ
ccδ (p1 − k, p3, k − p1 − p3)
+2Γfκβccβ (p5,−k − p2 − p5, k + p2)Γ
µdα
ccα (k, p2,−k − p2)Γ
νeδ
ccδ (p1 − k, p3, k − p1 − p3)Γ
εgγ
ccγ (k + p2 + p5, p4, p1 + p3 − k)
×Wαβαβ (k + p2)W
γδ
γδ (k − p1 − p3)W
κε
cc (k + p2 + p5)
+2Γfκγccγ (p5, k + p2 + p4, p1 + p3 − k)Γ
µdα
ccα (k, p2,−k − p2)Γ
νeδ
ccδ (p1 − k, p3, k − p1 − p3)Γ
εgβ
ccβ (−k − p2 − p4, p4, k + p2)
×Wαβαβ (k + p2)W
γδ
γδ (k − p1 − p3)W
κε
cc (−k − p2 − p4)
−2Γfκβccβ (p5,−k − p3 − p5, k + p3)Γ
εdνg
cccc (k + p3 + p5, p2, p1 − k, p4)Γ
µeα
ccα (k, p3,−k − p3)
×Wαβαβ (k + p3)W
κε
cc (k + p3 + p5)
+2Γfκνdcccc (p5, k + p3 + p4, p1 − k, p2)Γ
µeα
ccα (k, p3,−k − p3)Γ
εgβ
ccβ (−k − p3 − p4, p4, k + p3)
×Wαβαβ (k + p3)W
κε
cc (−k − p3 − p4)
−2Γfκνdcccc (p5, k + p3 + p4, p1 − k, p2)Γ
µgα
ccα (k, p4,−k − p4)Γ
εeβ
ccβ (−k − p3 − p4, p3, k + p4)
×Wαβαβ (k + p4)W
κε
cc (−k − p3 − p4) + c.p. (c
d(p2), c
e(p3), c
g(p4))
}
(4.18)
where we utilize the cyclic symmetry (cyclic symmetric terms denoted by c.p. and this includes the first factor Γcccccc
which is the origin of the factor 1/3). Because of the cyclic symmetry and the fact that q0 is arbitrary, Eq. (4.17) can
be solved for Γccccσ and we have finally managed to close the set of Slavnov–Taylor identities. The identity, Eq. (4.17),
trivially has no tree-level form.
We have thus shown that just as for the temporal two-point functions, all temporal Green’s functions considered
so far can be deduced (at least in principle) from their non-temporal counterparts as solutions to the Slavnov–Taylor
identities. The temporal σ-field has been effectively eliminated from the system, or integrated out of functional form of
the action. Again, as for the two-point functions we see that the Slavnov–Taylor identities relate temporal, (spatially)
longitudinal and ghost Green’s functions in a manner reminiscent of the Kugo–Ojima quartet mechanism [18].
D. Further Slavnov–Taylor identities
It has been shown so far that there exists a closed set of Slavnov–Taylor identities that includes the vertex (three-
point proper) Green’s functions. However, one may also consider four-point functions (e.g., ΓAAAσ). Because of their
extended nature, we do not attempt to derive these identities completely; rather, we shall merely sketch their form in
order to justify that the equations close just as before. We begin as previously with Eq. (2.26) and again, the sets of
derivatives are distinguished by how many pairs of ghost/antighost functional derivatives are taken. We will highlight
only those temporal Green’s functions or kernels that have not previously appeared and leave those quantities that
have already been derived as implicit. The sequence is as follows:
1. Taking functional derivatives of Eq. (2.26) with respect to ıΦκ, ıΦτ and ıΦλ (as before, the ghost derivatives will
be made explicit and the field types here refer only to either the ~A or σ-fields), one clearly obtains an identity
for Γκτλσ in terms of ΓκτλA and a new kernel Γ˜σ;ccλτ . This kernel, following (as a further functional derivative
of) Eq. (4.7) introduces the new quantity: Γccκτλ. Starting with ΓAAAA, we can then sequentially build up to
Γσσσσ , given all the Γccκτλ.
2. Next we take one pair of ghost functional derivatives (i.e., functionally differentiate Eq. (2.26) with respect to
ıc and ıc) and then derivatives with respect to ıΦτ and ıΦλ. This gives us equations for the Γccτλσ in terms of
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the ΓccτλA and we have two new kernels: Γ˜σ;ccccλ and Γ˜c;cccλτ . These kernels follow from Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3),
respectively, and both introduce the new function: Γccccτλ.
3. With two pairs of ghost functional derivatives of Eq. (2.26), plus one further derivative with respect to ıΦλ we
generate equations for Γccccλσ in terms of ΓccccλA, again with a new kernel: Γ˜c;cccccλ. This kernel follows from
Eq. (B.5) and introduces a final Green’s function: Γccccccλ.
4. We finally take three pairs of ghost functional derivatives to get an equation for Γccccccσ in terms of ΓccccccA.
However, this equation does not involve any further kernels and the set of equations terminates.
Now, all these equations have the same characteristics as in the previous subsections: the energy is a scalar quantity
and there is the energy injection scale q0, such that one has a set of unambiguous (albeit nonlinear and extremely
long) equations from which the temporal Green’s functions may be derived, given the set of spatial and ghost Green’s
functions as external input.
We conjecture that in principle, the closed sets of Slavnov–Taylor identities in Coulomb gauge may be extended to
include all higher n-point Green’s functions and that they may be solved to give exact expressions for all the temporal
Green’s functions. As may be appreciated though, how to prove such a general statement is not clear. One may
formulate some ideas based on the following observations: Firstly, the scalar nature of the energy and the energy
injection scale (q0) will always be present in the Slavnov–Taylor identities of Coulomb gauge courtesy of the particular
Gauss-BRST invariance of the theory (this certainly improves on the situation in linear covariant gauges where one
has contractions of tensors such that transverse parts cannot be directly deduced). Second, because ghost derivatives
must come in pairs, each further pair reduces the number of possible non-ghost internal lines within the kernels – the
external ghost legs must be connected by an internal ghost propagator or a vertex with these two ghost legs. This
restricts the number of possible internal temporal Green’s functions such that eventually the set of identities closes.
One can see the emergence of a characteristic pattern for the ghost functions necessary to form the kernels in the
steps above: i.e., (1.) Γccκτλ → (2.) Γccccτλ → (3.) Γccccccλ → (4.) 0.
5. SIMPLIFICATIONS OF THE IDENTITIES
Given that the Slavnov–Taylor identities derived in previous sections relate the various types of Green’s functions
in an extended manner, it is pertinent to ask whether these relationships reduce in specific circumstances such that
unambiguous statements can be made about the behavior of individual Green’s functions, in particular the two-point
functions. The motivation is clear: such information (particularly in the infrared region) may be useful for determining
how the confinement mechanism manifests itself (asymptotic freedom already being perturbatively established in the
ultraviolet region of Coulomb gauge [28]) and also provides for input in other nonperturbative studies. We argue here
that unfortunately such information cannot be unambiguously extracted.
In the noncovariant Coulomb gauge, we must first sort out the temporal (energy) and spatial (momentum) scales.
The most obvious simplification of the Slavnov–Taylor identities concerns purely spacelike momenta where we know
that if the postulate of Euclidicity is to hold (i.e., that the Wick rotation is valid), the Green’s functions presumably
can have no singularities. One may in principle also consider timelike configurations, but this is certainly beyond
the scope of the present analysis. Thus, we must first set all energy scales to zero. We define the infrared region as
the limit as one or more of the momenta vanishes and we approach the light-cone, where singularities (or nontrivial
zeroes) may appear.
Let us begin by considering the Slavnov–Taylor identities for the two-point functions: Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). Using
the general decompositions of Ref. [28] (presented also in Appendix A) in terms of the (scalar) dressing functions, we
get for general kinematical configurations:
−ık0~k
2Γσσ(k
2
0 ,
~k2) = −ık0~k
2ΓAσ(k
2
0 ,
~k2)Γcc(~k
2),
ık20kkΓAσ(k
2
0 ,
~k2) = ık20kkΓAA(k
2
0 ,
~k2)Γcc(~k
2). (5.1)
Since both equations have common kinematical prefactors, we can then write
Γσσ(k
2
0 ,
~k2) = ΓAσ(k
2
0 ,
~k2)Γcc(~k
2) = ΓAA(k
2
0 ,
~k2)
[
Γcc(~k
2)
]2
. (5.2)
This holds for any kinematical configuration and we conclude that the Slavnov–Taylor identities for the two-point
functions alone can give no information about the value of the Green’s functions, only the relationship between them.
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Slightly less trivial is the Slavnov–Taylor identity for the ghost-gluon vertex, Eq. (4.12). Concentrating on spacelike
momenta as discussed above, we see that neither of the Γccσ vertices will contribute when the energy is set to zero.
To study the equation, let us firstly decompose the ghost-gluon vertex into tree-level and dressed parts as follows:
ΓabcccAi(p1, p2, p3) = −ıgf
abcp1i − ıgf
abcp1jΓ˜A;ccAji(p1, p2, p3). (5.3)
Let us explain this decomposition. Since we are dealing with a three-point function, the color factor (fabc) and
coupling (g) will always be common and can be extracted. The appearance of Γ˜ stems from the momentum space
form of Eq. (4.3) and in fact, given the definition Eq. (4.8), the above equation, Eq. (5.3), is the Dyson–Schwinger
equation for the spatial ghost-gluon vertex. As will be seen shortly, the contraction of p1j with Γ˜A;ccAji is important.
Lastly, for the Γ˜c;ccc kernel, we can only extract the color and coupling factors and we write
Γ˜abcc;ccc = gf
abcΓ˜c;ccc (5.4)
At zero energy, Eq. (4.12) in terms of dressing functions is thus
0 = −~k1 ·~k3Γcc(~k
2
3)−
~k1 ·~k2Γcc(~k
2
2)−
~k21Γcc(
~k21)− k1jk3iΓ˜A;ccAji(
~k1, ~k2, ~k3)Γcc(~k
2
3)− k1jk2iΓ˜A;ccAji(
~k1, ~k3, ~k2)Γcc(~k
2
2)
+
1
2
~k21Γcc(
~k21)Γ˜c;ccc(
~k1, ~k2, ~k3). (5.5)
This equation is directly analogous to the Landau gauge Slavnov–Taylor identity for the ghost-gluon vertex which
was studied under the truncation Γ˜c;ccc = 0 [12]. Quite generally, it states that the kernels (Γ˜A;ccAji and Γ˜c;ccc) and
the two-point ghost dressing function Γcc are nontrivially related.
Let us now discuss the above identity, Eq. (5.5), in the infrared to assess whether it simplifies further. Because of
the symmetry, there are two limits of interest: k1 → 0 and k2 → 0. For the infrared limit k1 → 0, we see that the
entire equation has an overall factor ∼ |k1| (in fact, one can show that there is the overall factor |k1|
2). Therefore,
in the limit, no single Green’s function is isolated from which to determine a value for this kinematical configuration.
Further, the Green’s functions or their combination may even be singular. For the limit k2 → 0, we recall that in
Coulomb gauge, ghost vertex dressing functions vanish as the “in-ghost” momentum vanishes [27], i.e.,
Γ˜A;ccAji(k1, k2, k3)
~k2→0
∝ |~k2|,
Γ˜c;ccc(k1, k2, k3)
~k2→0
∝ |~k2|. (5.6)
This is, of course, exactly the same as in Landau gauge [2]. Using the momentum conservation, k3 = −k1 − k2, and
we see that Eq. (5.5) has the overall factor |k2| as k2 → 0. This leads to the conclusion that no information about an
individual Green’s function may be extracted in this limit either. We conclude that on its own, the Slavnov–Taylor
identity for the ghost-gluon vertex, Eq. (4.12), does not yield unambiguous information about the Green’s functions
without further knowledge.
For the Slavnov–Taylor identities given by Eq. (4.6), there is one special case where simplification occurs and this
again results in a situation exactly analogous to Landau gauge. Considering the ΓAAσ identity (i.e., setting the
external indices λ and τ to be referring to ~A-fields), one has explicitly
k03Γ
fed
AAσlk(k1, k2, k3) = ı
k3i
~k23
Γfea3Alki(k1, k2, k3)Γ
ad
cc (−
~k3)
−ΓeaAAki(k2)
[
Γ˜adfA;ccAil(k2 + q0, k3 − q0, k1) + gf
adfδil
]
−ΓfaAAli(k1)
[
Γ˜adeA;ccAik(k1 + q0, k3 − q0, k2) + gf
adeδik
]
−ΓeaAσk(k2)Γ˜
adf
σ;ccAl(k2 + q0, k3 − q0, k1)
−ΓfaAσl(k1)Γ˜
ade
σ;ccAk(k1 + q0, k3 − q0, k2). (5.7)
Further setting all energy scales to zero and using the general decompositions (Γabc3A = −ıgf
abcΓ3A, for the rest, see
above or Appendix A) one has
k3iΓ3Alki(~k1, ~k2, ~k3)Γcc(~k
2
3) =
~k22tkl(
~k2)ΓAA(~k
2
2) +
~k22tki(
~k2)ΓAA(~k
2
2)Γ˜A;ccAil(
~k2, ~k3, ~k1)
−~k21tlk(
~k1)ΓAA(~k
2
1)−
~k21tli(
~k1)ΓAA(~k
2
1)Γ˜A;ccAik(
~k1, ~k3, ~k2). (5.8)
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Taking the contraction of the above equation with k2k, one has thus
k2kk3iΓ3Alki(~k1, ~k2, ~k3) = −~k
2
1
ΓAA(~k
2
1)
Γcc(~k
2
3)
tlj(~k1)
[
k2j + k2kΓ˜A;ccAjk(~k1, ~k3, ~k2)
]
. (5.9)
Now, the overall Bose–symmetry of the three-gluon vertex means that after extracting the color factor (fabc), the
dressing function Γ3A is antisymmetric under exchange of any two legs and so, by interchanging k2k ↔ k3i one can
eliminate the three-gluon vertex to obtain an expression involving only the two-point ghost dressing function (Γcc)
and the kernel Γ˜A;ccAjk which, after canceling out the overall factors reads:
0 = tlj(~k1)
{
k2jΓcc(~k
2
2) + k3jΓcc(
~k23) + Γcc(
~k22)k2kΓ˜A;ccAjk(
~k1, ~k3, ~k2) + Γcc(~k
2
3)k3kΓ˜A;ccAjk(
~k1, ~k2, ~k3)
}
. (5.10)
In Landau gauge, this identity is well-known [35, 36] and was considered in Ref. [22] under reasonable assumptions to
be indicative of an infrared finite ghost dressing function (Γcc). In the infrared limit k2 → 0 (equivalently for k3 → 0),
we see that all terms have the prefactor |k2| since k3jtlj(~k1) = −k2jtlj(~k1) and for the kernel we have the general
infrared result Eq. (5.6). Without further assumption, the following (conservative) statement is true of Eq. (5.10):
if the particular contraction above of the ghost-gluon vertex kernel (Γ˜A;ccAjk) is vanishing, then the ghost dressing
function is constant. However, notice that the ‘particular contraction’ above is not the same as that appearing in
either the Slavnov–Taylor identity for the ghost-gluon vertex, Eq. (5.5) or the Dyson–Schwinger equations from which
Γcc can be obtained. Thus we conclude, as previously, that the above component, Eq. (5.10), of the Slavnov–Taylor
identity, Eq. (4.6) does not yield unambiguous information about particular Green’s functions without further input.
The special symmetric contraction case (above) of the three-gluon vertex Slavnov–Taylor identity aside, in order
to say anything about the two-point functions from the identities Eq. (4.6), one must know something about at least
one of the vertices Γτλσ or ΓτλA. Such information is not available from general considerations and so, one cannot
make any simple statement. Further, the rest of the Slavnov–Taylor identities, equations (4.14) and (4.17), clearly
involve too many higher n-point functions to have any hope of simplification.
From the above discussion, it seems clear that no information about the behavior of the two-point functions (or
vertices) can be obtained from the Slavnov–Taylor identities alone. As is obvious from the simple Slavnov–Taylor
identities for the two-point functions summarized by Eq. (5.2), one can only determine the relationship between
the various Green’s functions and this must be true for any kinematical configuration. Our only unambiguous
‘outside’ knowledge about the Green’s functions was the peculiar infrared behavior of the ghost vertices, the absence
of singularities for spacelike momenta and the Bose-symmetry of the three-gluon vertex (which is why the ghost-gluon
vertex identity, Eq. (4.12), and the identity Eq. (5.10) were of particular interest), but even then, the dimensionality
or complexity of the Slavnov–Taylor identities denied concrete conclusions.
6. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the Slavnov–Taylor identities for Coulomb gauge Yang–Mills theory within the second order formalism
have been derived. The starting point was the Gauss-BRST invariance of the action [21], characterized by the
time-dependent BRS variation and peculiar to Coulomb gauge. It was found that for the two-point and vertex
Green’s functions, the Slavnov–Taylor identities form closed sets from which the temporal Green’s functions can be
unambiguously derived given the relevant spatial gluon and ghost Green’s functions as input. The extension of this
to higher order Green’s functions was also discussed. Special cases of the identities were studied and it was seen that
there is no simplification such that information about a particular Green’s function could be extracted.
It is worthwhile at this stage to discuss the Coulomb gauge Slavnov–Taylor identities in their wider context since
the connection between several different themes becomes apparent. The first of these themes centers around Gauss’
law. In classical electrodynamics, Gauss’ law allows one to determine the temporal component of the gauge field (i.e.,
σ) directly from the physical charge distribution. In the canonical (Hamiltonian-based) formulation of Yang–Mills
theory, Gauss’ law is applied as an operator identity to define the physical state space and can be explicitly resolved
in Coulomb gauge, yielding the so-called Coulomb term which comprises the confining properties of the theory [25].
In the functional formalism, Gauss’ law appears after the elimination of the temporal (σ) field from the action, either
directly as in the case of the first order formalism [21, 32] or as here as the elimination from the effective action via
the Slavnov–Taylor identities. The resolution of Gauss’ law and its connection to the physical state space is certainly
less apparent in the functional formalism since Green’s functions are not directly related to physical observables but
this is compensated for by the observation that the cancellation of the gauge-dependent degrees of freedom (i.e.,
temporal, longitudinal and ghost) is manifest — in the first order formalism one can reduce the functional integral
17
to transverse spatial gluon degrees of freedom and the Slavnov–Taylor identities here express this explicitly for the
Green’s functions in local fashion. However, the connection between the physical state space and the Green’s functions
is understood conceptually within the framework of the Kugo–Ojima confinement scenario [18]: by postulating a well-
defined BRS charge and physical state space, the cancellation of the gauge-dependent degrees of freedom followed
and in Landau gauge led to the prediction that the ghost propagator is infrared enhanced. In the Coulomb gauge
functional formalism, we know explicitly that there exists at least a total charge that is conserved and vanishing
[32] which partly confirms the Kugo–Ojima postulate. This total charge arises from considering the temporal zero-
modes inherent to Coulomb gauge and leads to the formal demonstration of the cancellation of the gauge dependent
degrees of freedom. In this study, we have shown that the Slavnov–Taylor identities stemming from the temporally
nontrivial Gauss-BRST transform supply this cancellation in local fashion. In this respect, the temporal features of
the Coulomb gauge functional formalism can be seen to supply a link between the physical charge and states to the
Green’s functions of the underlying theory.
The temporally nontrivial nature of Coulomb gauge is manifested in two ways. On the one hand, resolving the
temporal zero-modes leads (as mentioned above) to the vanishing and conserved total charge [32]; on the other
hand, the extra temporal degree of freedom in the Gauss-BRST transform leads to the closure of the Slavnov–Taylor
identities. The temporal zero-modes of the Faddeev–Popov operator lead us to consider the connection to the Gribov–
Zwanziger picture of confinement [19–21]. In this scenario, it is recognized that the zero-modes (which are induced
by incomplete gauge-fixing) should be separated from the functional integration and via stochastic quantization and
entropy arguments, the authors were able to show that the resulting spatial transverse gluon propagator would be
suppressed in the infrared (and thus drops out from the physical spectrum) whereas the temporal propagator provided
for a long-range confining force. Just as with the Kugo–Ojima scenario, the ghost propagator in Landau gauge would
also be infrared enhanced. In the Coulomb gauge functional formalism insofar as the temporal zero-modes are
concerned, one can see the parallels: their resolution leads to a total charge and the cancellation of gauge degrees
of freedom, providing an explicit demonstration of selected features of both the Gribov–Zwanziger and Kugo–Ojima
confinement scenarios. However, one part is evidently missing — a prediction for the infrared behavior of the ghost
(or something similar). Resolving the temporal zero-modes in Coulomb gauge restricted the functional integral to
field configurations such that the total charge is conserved and vanishing, whereas the same temporal feature gave rise
to Slavnov–Taylor identities that form closed sets but explicitly no information about a particular Green’s function.
This underlies the quite general feature of functional techniques, namely, that in order to talk about Green’s functions
one must take functional derivatives and in this respect, the Slavnov–Taylor identities (and for that matter, the
Dyson–Schwinger equations too) represent functional differential equations. Their solution is known only up to some
‘constant’ of integration (for explicit examples of this, see Refs. [23, 24, 37] and references therein). In general this is
not obvious since one necessarily has an infinite tower of equations to consider, but in the case of the Coulomb gauge
Slavnov–Taylor identities derived here, the closure allows us to see clearly that this is precisely the case — functional
techniques lead to relations between Green’s functions.
Pragmatically, there are two natural avenues which to explore further. The first is to search for the ‘missing’
prediction about the value of a specific Green’s function (most likely the infrared behavior of the ghost) in order to
complete the connection between the temporal aspects of Coulomb gauge and the two confinement scenarios: Kugo–
Ojima and Gribov–Zwanziger. The second direction to take is to use the Slavnov–Taylor identities here in order to
construct a charge-conserving truncation scheme from which to solve the Dyson–Schwinger equations of Coulomb
gauge Yang–Mills theory, allowing for the eventuality that the solution may only be determined up to some external
‘boundary condition’ in analogy to the solution of standard differential equations. Both these directions are being
pursued.
On a final note, one further consideration for the Slavnov–Taylor identities derived in this paper is their verification
to one-loop order in perturbation theory (the tree-level forms are trivial). This has in fact been done. However, as
can be appreciated from the lengthy expressions, such a technical exercise is not suitable for inclusion in the present
paper. The verification of the one-loop identities involves three components: the one-loop expansion of the vertex
Dyson–Schwinger equations (and the kernels presented in the text), the use of the inherent translational invariance
of the loop integrals and identities for the color factors. Importantly, none of the loop integrals need be explicitly
evaluated.
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TABLE I: General form of propagators [left] and two-point proper functions [right] (without color factors) in momentum space.
All dressing functions are functions of k20 and ~k
2.
APPENDIX A: FEYNMAN RULES AND DECOMPOSITIONS
For completeness, we present here selected results from Ref. [28] concerning the tree-level forms and general decom-
positions of various Green’s functions. The general decompositions of the non-ghost propagators and proper two-point
functions are given in Table I (without the common color factor δab). For the ghosts, we have
W abcc (k) = −δ
ab ı
~k2
Dcc(~k
2), Γabcc (k) = δ
abı~k2Γcc(~k
2). (A.1)
At tree-level, all dressing functions are unity. The tree-level vertices are given by (all momenta are defined as incoming)
Γ
(0)abc
σAAjk(pa, pb, pc) = ıgf
abcδjk(p
0
b − p
0
c),
Γ
(0)abc
σAσj (pa, pb, pc) = −ıgf
abc(pa − pc)j ,
Γ
(0)abc
3Aijk (pa, pb, pc) = −ıgf
abc [δij(pa − pb)k + δjk(pb − pc)i + δki(pc − pa)j ] ,
Γ
(0)abc
ccAi (pc, pc, pA) = −ıgf
abcpci. (A.2)
APPENDIX B: LIST OF LENGTHY FORMULA
In this appendix, we list lengthy (configuration space) formula, necessary for the derivation of the Slavnov–Taylor
identities, that occur in the text.
0 =
∫
d4x δ(t− x0)
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(In the above expression, Eq. (B.3), we omit the possible index (k) when the field type λ refers to the ~A-field for
notational clarity.)
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Note that in this expression, terms cyclic symmetric in the three ghost derivatives ıcdz , ıc
e
w and ıc
g
u are denoted
c.p. (cdz , c
e
w, c
g
u).
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